Aperture extent and stimulus speed affect the perception of visual acceleration.
Humans are generally poor at detecting the presence of visual acceleration, but it is unclear whether the extent of a field of moving objects through an aperture affects this ability. Hypothetically, the farther a stimulus can accelerate uninterrupted by an aperture's physical constraints, the easier it should be to discern its motion profile. We varied the horizontal extent of the aperture through which continuously accelerating or decelerating random dot arrays were presented at different average speeds, and measured acceleration and deceleration detection thresholds. We also hypothesized that manipulating aperture extent at different speeds would change how observers visually pursue acceleration, which we tested in a control experiment. Results showed that, while there was no difference between the acceleration and deceleration conditions, detection was better in the larger than small aperture conditions. Regardless of aperture size, smaller acceleration and deceleration rates (relative to average speed) were needed to detect changing speed in faster than slower speed ranges. Similarly, observers tracked the stimuli to a greater extent in the larger than small apertures, and smooth pursuit was overall poorer at faster than slower speeds. Notably, the effect of speed on pursuit was greater for the larger than small aperture conditions, suggesting that the small aperture restricted pursuit. Furthermore, there was little difference in psychophysical and eye movement data between the medium and large aperture conditions within each speed range, indicating that it is easier to detect an accelerating profile when the aperture is large enough to encourage a minimum level of pursuit.